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As the soaring growth of trade volume and speeding personal contacts 
across the Taiwan Straits, further expansion of economy and deeper trade 
relationship lead to the rising investment fever and demanding need for 
financial cooperation. Since 20th century, financial supervision, including 
securities supervision, has been one of the major issues that perplexes the safety 
and stability of all countries around the world. Along with the developing 
financial deregulation and international financial business, followed by 
transnational financial crimes, it is necessary to strengthen cooperation in 
financial supervision across different countries and areas. Under these 
circumstances, in-depth cooperation in securities supervision between 
cross-straits is a very essential countermeasure to advance securities industry 
and maintain securities market stabilization. It’s not only a necessary strategy, 
but also a win-win one. 
In view of this, the article attempts to carry out the comparative study of 
securities supervision between the two entities, analyze existing problems on 
securities supervision cooperation and seek out the relevant reasonable 
solutions learning from securities supervision cooperation between foreign 
countries and the one between Mainland and Hong Kong. With the accelerating 
development of bilateral trade, accompanied by the pressing need for securities 
service, the research will make great theoretical and practical influence. The 
paper is composed of introduction, illustrations and conclusion .The body of the 
thesis is as follows.  
Chapter one firstly introduces securities supervision and supervision 
cooperation. Then it studies the theoretical basis and practical necessity of the 
cooperation. At last it analyses goals, principles and contents of cross-strait 
securities supervision cooperation.  















description of the securities supervisory legal system and present cooperation 
situation. Afterwards, the article sets forth the outstanding problem during 
cooperation macroscopically and microcosmically, containing great influence 
by political relations cause weak mutual trust, lack of supervision cooperation 
platform, obvious differences in relevant laws and regulations about securities, 
as well as supervision system, the negative participation by self-regulators, 
blocking securites communication of manpower and techniques. 
Chapter three focuses on bringing forward solutions to aforesaid problems , 
with learning the successful securities cooperation experience from foreign 
countries and the one between Mainland and HK, closely integrated with 
practical economic & trade contact and securities industry situation. 
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